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SURGE ENERGY PURSUES A RETURNS-BASED 
PROGRAM, WITH SOME ADDED “SIZZLE”

Many of the companies operating in Canada today are developing unconventional 

resources, but some are still making a compelling case for conventional rock. 

Surge Energy has operations focused in three key areas: the Valhalla Doig, 

Shaunavon, and Sparky resource plays. All three target conventional oil reservoirs with 

higher permeability than a traditional horizontal unconventional play.  

Between the three, Surge averages 82% oil and NGLs on approximately 1.7 billion barrels of 

net resource in place. Of that net resource, Surge has booked 11.3% recoverable reserves 

through primary production, and an additional 10-20% can be recovered through waterflood 

and development. The costs to drill and complete on Surge’s acreage is also significantly 

lower than for its peers, with well costs ranging from CAD$1.1 to CAD$1.4 million in Sparky 

and Shaunavon, and CAD$4.0 million in Valhalla.

“Most large companies migrated to unconventional resources as they were looking 

for scale to support overall larger growth volumes, which has led to opportunities in 

the conventional space,” said Surge Energy CEO Paul Colborne. “The advantage of 

unconventional resources are large blocks of relatively more ubiquitous reservoirs.  The 

advantages of conventional reservoirs are much better porosity and permeability, which 

allows for enhanced horizontal oil recovery projects.  This also typically leads to overall lower 

development costs, and lower decline rates, higher production efficiencies, and higher profit 

to investment ratios (PIR).  We believe all of this supports a much more sustainable business 

model,” he said.

“We are focused on original oil in place (OOIP), porosity, and recovery factors,” explained 

Colborne. “For our company, an ideal acquisition candidate would have 8-plus million barrels 

of OOIP per section, excellent porosity, single digit recovery factors, and waterflood upside.

“These types of assets underpin our overall business model at Surge. Our growth rate 

is largely governed by managing our corporate decline rate below 25 percent. In today’s 

commodity price and service cost environment, Surge can consistently deliver five to 

eight percent growth, four to five percent dividend yield, and three to four percent free  

cash flow yield.”

The company maintained a balance between growth through acquisitions and the drill 

bit since mid-2016 with roughly 52% of the 3.4 MBOEPD of production growth coming 

from three acquisitions. The company aims to replace its drilling inventory each year, said 

Colborne, and “as long as Surge can make accretive, large OOIP acquisitions in core areas, 

then we will remain acquisitive. However, we do retain the ability to grow five to eight percent 

organically on an annual basis as well.” 

The majority of the net oil in place across Surge’s assets is 

located in the Shaunavon and Sparky plays. These two plays 

offer more than 465 MMBO and more than 500 MMBO of 

OOIP, respectively. The two plays are similar to each other 

from an operational standpoint with both producing medium 

gravity oil (20-29 degrees API), and similar production 

methods being implemented in both plays. 

“The Sparky is shallower than Shaunavon (750m vs 1500m), 

but we employ monobore horizontal, multi-frac drilling 

techniques in both fields which reduces rig time and drilling 

costs,” said Colborne. “And they are close enough that we 

have operated one rig between the two plays. Surge has also 

implemented successful waterfloods in both areas. 

The Valhalla “provides the sizzle for Surge,” though with 200 

MMBO OOIP, explained Colborne.  

“Doig wells are often ranked at the top of the highest 

productive oil wells in Alberta. It is not uncommon for a 

Doig oil well to IP above 2,000 BOEPD, with sustainable 

production in the 500 to 700 BOEPD range.  With well costs 

in the range of $4.0 million, these wells are among the most 

capital efficient in all of North America.”

With the company’s unique low-risk conventional resources, 

Surge is able to apply unconventional technology to a play 

which was previously seen as uneconomic and create a 

returns-based business model. 

The company believes it can return 4%-5% dividend yield, 

3%-4% free cash flow yield, and 5%-7% production growth 

annually. Assuming an average 78% risked IRR at US$55 

WTI and US$3 Henry Hub natural gas pricing, Surge 

believes it has a ten-year drilling inventory before including 

potential upside from waterflood, offering investors a unique 

opportunity through the unconventional exploitation of a 

conventional resource.




